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What if all the energy we needed to live our lives was as easy to obtain as the grass that 
grows on a thousand hills? What will it be like when we will have that as abundantly as 
the air we breath is so freely given? Will we then find peace within? Will wars and evil 
stop?? 
Everyone wants free things. Who wouldn’t want to be able to turn on the lights in their 
home and not have to pay the electric bill? Or heat their home without a care? How about 
it being no big deal to make a trip to see your distant relatives? What if it wouldn’t cost 
you anything in fuel? Are these real desires? And are they something we can ever realize 
in our lifetime? 
The question is a loaded one. For most people it comes with assumptions and 
unreasonable expectations. Since this is a quest at least half of our customers have it is 
important to define these terms and look at the big picture as well as the particulars. I’m 
not here to manipulate you into seeking free energy with sensational facts or fear tactics. 
Actually I wish to deflate the hype and fantasies and promote realism. 
The world is all backwards. We may think life in centuries past was backwards but in our 
modern world we are far more foolish given the knowledge we have in science and 
history. We have technology that could make everyone live like kings but much of the 
world is in poverty, and many in the prosperous nations live in debt. We have thousands 
of years of knowledge of how to grow food healthy and the most prosperous nations eat 
mostly food worse than void of nutrition. Of course we gladly throw our money at 
entertainers rather than farmers because we are more civilized than in centuries past. 
Then we drug ourselves to try and fix our indulgent diseases in this most enlightened age. 
We build houses above the ground rather than in the ground and so need to spend a good 
portion of our time working so that we can pay to heat and cool our homes. Our schools 
train students to memorize facts given to them and to be slaves of intellectual prejudice 
rather than teach them how to think for themselves as we were made to do. Our schools 
and governments are brought to you by big business that always has our best interests in 
mind. We are but fools because we think we are wiser than the ancients. The enlightened 
world I see is far from that. It is just as miserable and backwards and more contradictory 
than any age. And it will continue to be so until a very bright light dawns and builds a 
proper and thorough foundation from the ground up… 
 
What is Free? 

Is anything really free in life? Some things are and other things are somewhat free, while 
other things we have to work for, and still other things are out of our grasp. The sunshine 
is free but not always available. The wind freely blows now and then. The waves can give 
us a free ride; and in several other ways we can tap into free sources of energy this earth 
provides us. It is free to collect, unless we enslave ourselves and prevent such collection. 
However the collection process is not actually free. It costs us money to buy the devices 
to collect the energy, and more money to store the energy (biggest cost), and more money 
to transfer the energy in a way that can be used. Your electrical bill will show the cost of 



the electricity as well as the transmission costs. While energy is abundantly and freely 
given by God in nature it costs us some money to use it and also our time to realize it. 
 
Realizing what it takes to Convert over to Alternative Energy. 

Most people do not realize what it takes to change their homes over to run on alternative 
energy. The price of electric does steadily rise, and each time it does people complain and 
vow to disconnect from the grid. I’m sure a thousand people have told me this over the 
years. But what does it take to really do that? A lot more than most people expect. And 
for the average American it really doesn’t pay off to make such an attempt. If one pays 14 
cents a KWH (kilowatt hour), which is what the cost is around here in Michigan, and they 
use 1KW average each hour, this amounts to $3.36 a day and around $100 a month and 
$1200 a year ($36,000 over 30 years). This may not be considered all that bad unless you 
are used to paying less. That is in comparison to attempting to set up alternative energy in 
your home. The first cost to consider in doing that is your time and a lifestyle change. 
There is time to research how much energy you use, time in deciding what kind of system 
will work for you, time in deciding how large a system you need, time in deciding in 
what parts you will get, where they will go and how it will all work. There is time in 
installing it and time in maintaining it. There is also a space factor and space needed for 
equipment is also valuable in several ways… Time and space must be considered in the 
comparison.  
 
Next is the cost of equipment. You need a collection source of energy. Solar panels and 
wind generators are typical for conventional systems while the negative energy motor 
energizers would be a newer unconventional system. All of these, without the additional 
parts below that are necessary to make use of them, may cost 3 to 5 years worth of your 
electrical bills combined unless you can get government grants or use them as tax 
exemptions. In America many people are not concerned with the future at all and live 
only from month to month so this kind of investment is of little interest. Next cost is 
installation and transmission. It costs you more money in wire to run from the collection 
system to your storage batteries and then to your regulation and inverter system or your 
dc outlets if you use them instead of AC. Wire and parts could be $1000. Installation can 
be thousands of dollars on larger systems if inspections are required. Next we have 
inverters and safety disconnects, circuit breakers, and etc. A basic system to run your 
lights and a few appliances may not be very expensive and thousands of Americans 
across the country have such setups with a few solar panels, a generator, maybe 4 golf-
cart batteries, and a 1kw inverter. Such a system is affordable for the cabin or small 
home. But to set up in the cities with larger demands and to comply with local code 
demands requires a lot more expense. Another miscellaneous expense is using a pure sine 
wave inverter rather than a modified one. An inverter converts DC from the energy 
collector or the batteries to AC to power your appliances. The modified inverter is less 
than half the price but is not recommended to run computers, most electronics, 
refrigerators, or many motors as it may damage them or cause premature failure. Finally 
there are battery costs. This is the biggest factor to consider. This is not a one-time cost 
no matter how much a company selling you a system may fail to let you know that. In 
one year a battery bank can be reduced in useable capacity by as much as 50% 
(depending on usage and abuse). The less money you put into your battery bank the 



shorter it will last. The batteries can be half the initial cost of the entire system, but over 
the years it will be the majority of the cost as you will have to replace them every 3 to 10 
years (the really expensive ones can last longer but this is all relative to cost). Thankfully 
you can now use renaissance chargers to prevent the ruin of your batteries and keep them 
in a relatively new or even better-than-new condition. Otherwise conventional alternative 
energy systems for the average American do not really pay off. I will say here that our 
motor energizer systems also rejuvenate your batteries and keep them in top shape. They 
can also be used with solar and wind and conventional systems. 
 
Fantasies and Realities about Free Energy. 

After all these and many other considerations how do we calculate free energy? There is 
a huge bubble of fantasy and hype in these words. Many of those who don’t speak of it 
with skepticism seek it as a lost treasure to be found in a little black hundred and fifty 
dollar box which will magically power their entire house and solve all their problems as 
well as the world’s problems. And a good number of those people will presume upon 
those who promote free energy systems to give them all their time and products for free. 
Free means free you know! It is not supposed to cost any time or money because it is 
free!! But that is naïve. Unfortunately this mentality and these exaggerated assumptions 
stress those in the research and discredit them in the eyes of the general population. The 
little black box is a fantasy that will not exist for the public in our generation. It would 
not be allowed for home use as it would be considered dangerous by the powers that be. 
It would also be considered a threat to the power companies as well as the governing 
authorities… Only a certain amount of power generation will be allowed in our day and 
for generations to come. The story of Tesla and many who followed in his footsteps can 
be considered here. The selling of power is a major industry and energy independence 
significantly reduces control over people. Expensive and bulky free energy systems are 
tolerated because they are not popular and cost just as much or more than grid power. 
Anything that upsets the balance and profits and control too much is considered a threat. 
There are many influences in this world that keep things the way they are and under 
control. When alternative energy interest gains momentum (many times due to high 
energy costs) the prices of energy come down so that the general population relaxes. 
Something new comes along that may threaten these profits and then patents are bought 
out, resources are made difficult to acquire, or at worse persons involved run into various 
conflicts and troubles. Whether there are real safety concerns and legitimate reasons to 
control free energy technologies or not there are in fact forces that do that as history has 
shown.  
 
We can reasonably expect to dig for our gold. We are not just going to walk down the 
river and find bars of gold every few feet. People need to stop expecting that kind of 
system to just be handed to them in our age. Sure there are many claims of really high 
output systems but nothing has come to the open market nor would it be allowed. What is 
reasonable to expect are systems as involved and costly as solar systems. These have the 
ability to come down in price along with new battery technologies. As these come down 
in price alternative energy technologies will also come down in price and higher 
efficiencies will be tolerated even as new vehicles get better and better mileage. But 
nothing will happen fast. Anyone who has tried to push things too fast has failed. It seems 



so long as a system is bulky enough, inconvenient enough, and costs around the same 
price as the power company sells power for (or maybe as low as half their costs) such a 
system will be tolerated. But make it too small, too easy, and produce too high an output 
and there will be trouble.  
 
Where is Renaissance at with output numbers? 

Every day we get people asking us how much power can we get out of these motor 
generators and can they power their homes. This is not an easy question for several 
reasons. But since it is asked so frequently I decided to answer these questions. We have 
never made specific claims about output other than that we can charge and rejuvenate 
batteries with both our motors and battery chargers because the charging output of the 
motor system is relative to the size, voltage, and condition of the batteries being charged 
as well as how the motors are tuned and put together. The battery’s condition will affect 
how efficient you are in charging it as well as its actual present capacity. A 225AH 
battery that is a few years old may in fact have only 50 or 100AH capacity because of the 
sulfation buildup inside. We found that batteries even two months old as shown by the 
date stamp, will need rejuvenation already. Our motors along with our automatic battery 
chargers will rejuvenate batteries while charging them, but that process is not efficient 
and does create heat. It is therefore very difficult to evaluate the output of these motors in 
the reference to the charging rate of batteries when the rejuvenation process is taking 
place. Most people work with batteries that need rejuvenation so they are at a loss to see 
the full potential. They are used to working with conventional motors or generator 
systems that do not rejuvenate batteries so they get stable results with old batteries when 
testing those systems. Further, our motor systems often push batteries beyond their new 
capacities which can create higher resting voltages and deeper capacities all the way 
down to low voltages (when fully discharged can amount to considerable more capacity).  
The voltage of the batteries being charged also affects the output, or rather how much 
charge results in a particular battery bank. If a motor has 12V input and higher than 12V 
is on the charging side of the system it often results in a higher total charge. But more 
than higher voltage is larger capacity. The larger the battery bank the more total charge 
takes place. However, this is NOT the case when batteries are not fully rejuvenated. For 
example, we showed in videos little energizers running under 1 amp off a small 12V 
battery charging 48V of 2000AH batteries. They didn’t charge up in 5 minutes but they 
did charge them. The amount of energy provided into the motor was many many times 
less than the total appearing in those huge batteries. This was an extreme and unpractical 
example but my point is that the output is relative to all these and more factors. The local 
environment and moon has a small affect upon these systems. The way they are 
assembled often results in limiting the output. How many times have I seen even 
electrical engineers make cold solder joints or a mess of these things so that they don’t 
run right?? Or they change things that end up killing the beneficial processes. The motors 
have several other factors that affect how fast they run, how much they draw from the 
primary battery, and how much they charge the charging batteries. The present models 
have made it so there is very little to tune and the sweet spot remains constant with 
differing load demands unlike earlier motors we have produced.  
 



Over the years we have observed thousands of people’s testimonies with these type and 
similar types of energizers. Before I mention some of these numbers I will mention that 
the batteries being charged were not in parallel with the battery powering the motor but 
were in series. This shows that the batteries being charged are not being charged from the 
primary battery. This can also be noticed from the fact that a 12V primary battery used to 
run the motor can see a 2 to 300V battery bank be charged on the charging side. One 
other related point I will mention is that we have long shown the 1 ohm resistor test 
where the charging battery was replaced with a one ohm resistor of any wattage, which 
charging battery was charging at a relatively fast rate. The one ohm resistor, even 1/4W 
ones, remained cool (this is not to be tried with the larger motors…). The test shows that 
something different is charging the batteries because the rate of charging would burn up 
such a resistor very quickly with conventional charging. The other thing to note is that 
when you charge a battery you have considerable losses in the process. You cannot use 
100% of the power it took to charge a battery, at least that is what conventional systems 
and people allow for and understand. So if a system has battery A that powers a motor to 
do actual mechanical work corresponding to the discharge of the same battery along with 
the losses in the system shown as heat, etc., and the same system has a battery also 
charging at a similar rate of discharge, or at least if the motor is running at around the 
same power as it did without the battery charging when we see this we have a clear 
example of an overunity system. And in most cases the motor speeds up and draws less 
power when the charging battery is added. Overunity is often thought of as the charging 
rate in a secondary battery being over the input rate powering the motor but that is not 
important to me. There seems to be some unreasonable expectations in calculating these 
systems where people are not content with some level of extra output and insist that 
anything less than either a primary battery keeping itself charged or a secondary battery 
bank charging faster than the primary bank is worthless or not practical. After several 
years of demonstrating these things and answering these questions I found that the level 
of expectation went higher and higher with the skeptics. Eventually I found that there was 
insistence that unless there was three times the output then it was considered of no 
interest. But I say, if you ride an electric bike and can go 10 miles on one charge, and 
without any other changes than the motor you can get 25 miles on one charge, then you 
have something really amazing. If an electric car can get 60 miles and then get 140 miles 
what do you say? Yes it is good to have your batteries be able to rotate around forever or 
charge up another bank beyond that but anything produced above that of the normal 
torque of a motor is incredible.  
 
We have carefully observed the testimony of people all over the world. We have seen 
hundreds and thousands of replications. Some people fail miserably and this is just not 
for them. Magnets get glued in backwards, transistors burned out, diodes backwards, 
people put solder over the insulation of magnet wire, etc. Others who make them run 
have something backwards, or very bad or small batteries and we have seen them get 
50% recovery in the charging batteries over repeated cycles. Even 50% is not that bad. 
Our chart shows that 50% recover with several cycles amounts to double the output. So 
take a brushless fan that draws 100ma or whatever power and now make it put out just as 
much energy as you put in. That should be amazing to most people. But 50% is very low 
and shows something is wrong. 75% recovery (not to be understood as transfer from one 



battery to the other) appearing in a charging battery over around 13 cycles can amount to 
4 times the input. That is four times the distance than otherwise. 90% recovery is around 
11 times. All that is wonderful but it still comes with a price having to rotate batteries 
around which is not quite an automated process yet. So this is not for everyone at this 
point. The testimonies of those who have built these motors correctly have ranged 
typically from 90% recovery to 120%. And again we must take into consideration the fact 
that charging a battery can incur high losses (even around 20%). The output can be higher 
depending on the above factors mentioned as well as if rest periods are introduced into 
the charging cycle. The right rest periods can greatly increase the charging efficiency (no 
matter how much I mention that almost no one will explore that)… 
 
You have to ask yourself what are looking for. Some people are looking to see if there is 
more to life than the little box they are crammed into with the rest of the so-called 
academic world tightly controlled by big business and government. They just want to 
know if they have been misinformed. Others are curious about if there is a big conspiracy 
and how far it reaches. Still others want to be able to keep their batteries instead of 
replacing them all the time. Others want to get off the grid or want something to power 
their place where there is no grid power. As for myself, I had a place where there was no 
reliable sun or wind and I just had to find an alternative. Some people want to sell power. 
Others want to use power to grow food, farm, make products, etc., etc. How much power 
do you expect to get? How much work are you willing to do to maintain it? How much 
money are you willing to pay for all the parts? How much time do you have? What are 
your expectations when it comes to the words free energy? Can you recognize the free 
energy all around you? Are you content in life or do you have a heavy burden weighing 
you down putting you under pressure to find something, something like “free energy” 
that you think will solve all your problems? I’m just saying… Count the costs, and be 
reasonable. With an honest mind and open and thankful heart, seek and you shall find 
what you need. Knock and the door shall be opened in due time. Ask and you shall 
receive something extraordinary.  


